
 
 

 

Basic Operation 

 

1. Turn on your computer  

2. Plug your computer into the Document Camera base (as before) 

3. Select PC as the input on the Document Camera (as before) 

4. Turn on the projector with the new remote control provided 

5. Pressing and holding the Windows key while pressing the P key will give you 

options for managing what displays through the projector. The Main options to 

use are: 

a. Duplicate = whatever is displayed on your computer monitor will also 

display on the projector 

b. Extend = the projector becomes a second monitor and you can drag 

program windows to the projected screen. What appears on your 

computer monitor will not be visible on the projector 

 

Classroom Setup 

 

The new projector will provide a brighter image and more reliable performance than 

your current projector mounted on a moveable cart. The wall mounted projector also 

offers the advantage of allowing you to better utilize floor space in your classroom.  

 

With the old setup, you needed your desk or ICS cart (or something) to hold the 

projector in front of the board.  Now, you can free up that space to allow better sight 

lines to the board and easier access.  Moving your desk and document camera off to 

the side will allow you to make better use of the overhead, interactive tools.  You have a 

15’ cord that must reach from your document camera to the face plate supporting the 

projector / SmartBoard.  As long as you stay within that range, you may configure the 

space however it best suits your teaching needs. 

 

If you had a SmartBoard before, it is possible that it was lowered to meet standards for 

interactive use.  Standards vary by grade level.  If your board is lower than before, it is 

even more important to remove viewing obstacles for your students. 

 

We are very excited to bring this new technology into your room.  We believe that, after 

a brief adjustment period, you will find that it better meets your needs.  Please watch for 

future opportunities for Professional Development to see how to integrate the new tools 

into your teaching. 


